
Turn Your Live TV or Radio Show Into an Unforgettable One of a Kind Event!
Let us give the RASATM spiritual energy blessing LIVE ON YOUR SHOW to your viewers and 
listeners! Now your audience can personally EXPERIENCE the positive life-changing power
of this revolutionary new spiritual transmission for themselves. We do not need to see or 
hear your audience. We can give the RASATM spiritual empowerment in 5 minutes or less.

Topics of Expertise                                          Possible Interview Questions
The Planetary Awakening That Is Happening Now What is the story of the RASATM spiritual blessing?
The Revolutionary RASATM Spiritual Transmission How does RASATM compare to other blessings?
How You Can Have Unlimited Love in Your Life What is an LOC? (Level of Consciousness)
What It Is Like to Truly and Fully Live in the Moment How can you tell if you are enlightened?
Twin Flames, True Love & Age Gap Relationships How did you meet and become teachers together?
Love, Romance, Sex, Tantra, Soul Mates and Bliss What are your secrets for a successful relationship?
The Art of Awakened Abundance and Manifestation Can I have it all and do it all and still be enlightened?

Ramaji and Ananda Devi are spiritual teachers and give the RASATM spiritual transmission together. Ramaji is the 
author of 8 books on non-duality including the modern spiritual classic 1000. Ananda Devi is a single mother with 3 
teenagers. She had a Kundalini awakening at 13 years old. Along with her deep existential realization of non-duality 
and universal love her presence conveys powerful Shakti energy. When they met they immediately recognized that 
they were destined to be together. In Spring 2011 Ramaji was doing a simple prayer to heal a loved one. A huge ball 
of radiant white light came down. The RASATM Transmission for spiritual awakening and enlightenment was born.

Phone: 619-600-0125 (leave message - checked daily)                 Ramaji & Ananda Devi Books... Coming Soon!  
Email: satsangwithananda at gmail dot com                                                                                             
Email: satsangwithramaji at gmail dot com                                    The Spiritual Seeker's Guide to Awakening      
Website: https://www.rasatransmissioninternational.com            Okay I'm Finally Enlightened! Now What?  
Facebook.com/rasatransmissioninternational/                              The Amazing Secret of Unlimited Love             


